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The Broader Storage Ecosystem
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Lithium-ion battery price survey, 2010-18 ($/kWh)
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance (March 2019)

Projected Cumulative Global Storage Deployment 2016-30 (GW) 
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance (November 2017)

85% cost reduction since 2010 due to 

technology improvements, economies 

of scale, manufacturing competition

To-date, storage deployment following 

similar trajectory to PV deployment in 

early 2000s

Lithium-ion Batteries: Why all the hype?
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Global manufacturing capacity is expected to more 
than double in the near-term
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Behind-the-Meter 
(BTM) Customer-level

Distribution System 
Level

Transmission System 
Level

Storage-plus-DPVCustomer-sited Storage

Distribution-connected 
Storage-plus-RE

Distribution-connected 
Storage

Transmission-connected 
Storage-plus-RE

Transmission-connected 
Storage

Stand-alone Storage

• Where storage is connected has implications for planning, 
operation, ownership, investment and business case for 

Connection points are a useful construct for 
understanding storage

Paired Storage with RE
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Stationary Battery Energy Storage

❖Controllability

❖Response Time

❖Theoretically, 
wide range of 
services
-Complex to ensure 
participation, 
valuation and 
monetization

-‘Value-stacking’

Fitzgerald, Garrett, James Mandel, Jesse Morris, and Touati Hervé. 2015. “The 
Economics of Battery Energy Storage.” Rocky Mountain Institute.

https://rmi.org/insight/economics-battery-energy-storage/
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What are batteries being used for today?

• When can battery storage be cost-effective?

– Short duration storage requirements
• Shorter duration → smaller batteries → lower CapEx

– Higher utilization cases
• Not weekly or seasonal storage applications

– Multiple uses and value streams, if possible

• In today’s world, this means batteries are used for: 

– short-duration ancillary services (i.e., frequency, peaking)

– individual retail customer bill reductions

– longer duration applications that include a combination of 
capacity, energy and transmission services



A Virtuous Cycle: Higher penetrations of wind and solar 
may increase the market potential for peaking batteries

Source: Denholm, Paul. Utility-Scale Battery Storage: When, Where, Why and How Much?. Greening the Grid. 2019.
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Some power systems are nearing a tipping point for 4-hour storage 
providing capacity services instead of conventional generators
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Emerging Trend: Battery hybridization with 
conventional power plants

Quick-start capability of hybrid facility

Southern California Edison hybrid battery 

storage, gas turbine peaker system

Pairing battery electricity storage systems with peaking plants can 

allow for the provision of spinning reserves without the power plant 

actually running.
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Myth: Storage is needed to integrate 
renewable energy

• To address variable renewable energy (VRE) integration challenges, 
stand-alone “renewable integration” applications of energy storage 
are typically not necessary or cost-effective

Many significantly more cost-effective ways to integrate VRE
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Distribution-connected storage

• Services

– Upgrade 
deferrals

– Volt/VAR 
support

– Islanding during 
outages

– Frequency 
regulation

– Peak shaving

– Arbitrage

Stafford Hill PV-plus-Storage Facility – Vermont USA
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Distribution Upgrade Deferrals

• Using distribution-connected batteries to manage congestion 
and defer/avoid conventional network upgrades is possible

• Storage is still in a phase of “familiarization” with distribution 
utilities – storage is not yet regularly considered in planning 
processes

• Building familiarity typically occurs through pilot projects with 
regulatory support

• Putting “value stacking” into practice may require prioritization 
of competing objectives
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Evolving regulatory frameworks for distribution 
companies accelerating DER investments

• Trend: Regulatory incentives are driving distribution 
utilities to weigh traditional grid capacity upgrades against 
emerging alternatives

• Examples:
– New York – Non-wires Alternatives

– Australia – The $5M Rule

– California – Demand Response Auction Mechanism

– U.K. – Network Innovation Competition

• Trend: Regulators are increasingly approving storage pilot 
projects to understand various approaches and promote 
familiarization
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Pilots promote familiarization with both 
technology and business models

• Example: GI Energy + ConEd
– Four 1 MW / 1MWh batteries 

located in front-of-the-meter at 
customer sites throughout NYC 
area

– Located in constrained network 
areas

– Customer receives lease payment

– Regulated: ConEd granted priority 
dispatch during peak local 
demand

– Competitive: GI Energy can 
otherwise sell flexibility services 
on NYISO

– Innovation: Value stacking across 
regulated and competitive market 
segments
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Behind-the-Meter Storage

Source: Sun Valley Solar
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Drivers of Behind-the-Meter Storage

CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE

• Reliability or power quality 
concerns

• Bill savings

– Demand charges

– Time-of-use rates

• Distribution utility programs*

• Maximizing on-site generation 
with coupled DPV* Source: https://www.sce.com/residential/rates/Time-

Of-Use-Residential-Rate-Plans

https://www.sce.com/residential/rates/Time-Of-Use-Residential-Rate-Plans
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Drivers of Behind-the-Meter Storage

UTILITY PERSPECTIVE

• Congestion 
management

• System-wide peak 
demand charge 
reductions

• New business 
opportunities 
(pending regulatory 
approval)
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Building Blocks of Behind-the-Meter Storage Program

Metering & Billing 
Arrangement

Retail Tariff Sell Rate

Metering and 
Technical 

Configuration 
Requirements

Equipment 
Technical 

Requirements

Interconnection 
Process

Home Wiring Code
Utility Business 

Model*

Desired role of BTM storage drives program design decision 
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Incorporating Storage into Existing DG 
Programs

• Behind-the-meter storage is often incorporated with new or existing 
DPV

• Including storage into existing DPV program is an incremental effort

• Some new considerations:

– New and improved capabilities (telemetry/metering)

– Additional metering to validate clean energy generation

– Simplified interconnection for non-exporting systems; changes to 
system sizing rules

• Much less effort than developing new program!
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New revenue opportunities for utilities?

geographic limits

end-use purpose, 

control 

end-use purpose

ownership

Distinguished by: 

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
• Customer or 3rd party owned assets
• Remotely controlled or otherwise incentivized

Virtual Power Plant (VPP) 
• Customer owned, 3rd party owned, or utility owned assets
• Remotely controlled 
• Acts as traditional power plant to provide services

Non-wire Alternatives (NWA) 
• Customer owned, 3rd party owned, or utility owned assets
• Developed explicitly to defer or replace grid infrastructure 

upgrades

Microgrids/Resiliency-as-a-Service
• Customer owned, 3rd party owned, or utility owned assets
• Can be remotely controlled to provide external services, can 

island from grid
• Distinct geographic area
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Example: Green Mountain Power – BTM 
Storage Programs

https://greenmountainpower.com/product/powerwall/

https://greenmountainpower.com/bring-your-own-device/battery-systems/

Resilient Home Program Bring Your Own Device 
Program

Approach Storage-as-a-Service Shared benefit

Device
2x Tesla® Powerwall

Multiple pre-approved 
storage vendors

Customer Use

Back-up power only
Back-up power, bill 
management, solar self-
consumption if DPV 

Utility Use Peak demand shaving

Ownership GMP Customer

Financial Arrangement
Customer leases device 
for flat monthly fee

Customer receives 
monthly bill credit or one-
time bonus
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Example: Green Mountain Power – BTM 
Storage Programs

• 2017

– ~500 systems in place

– $500,000 peak demand 
charge savings

• 2018

– ~600 systems in place

– $600,000 peak demand 
charge savings
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Storage-plus-DPV Aggregation

Customer Compensation
– Direct Purchase: 11.6 kWh 
system for AUD $3,849 (all 
inclusive)
– BYOD: 1-year contract: AUD 
$100 signing bonus, AUD $45 / 
quarter (bill credit)

Example: South Australia’s 
AGL Virtual Power Plant

1000 residential BTM 
storage-plus-DPV customers 
(5 MW, 12 MWh)

Intended Use
– Voltage support for distribution 
feeders with high solar 
penetrations
– Avoiding infrastructure for peak 
demand
– Capacity and frequency 
regulation at wholesale market 
level
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Example: Thermal Storage Aggregation

Fortrum Virtual Thermal 
Energy Storage 
Aggregation Plant in 
Finland

• Pilot program: 
~2,000 residential water 
boilers aggregated

• Fixed bill credit for 
customer

• Staggered use
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Key Design Elements for BTM Storage 
Business Models

• Scale is required

• Focus on high value use cases (e.g., peak demand 
management)

• Utility typically facilitates for customer

• Predictable revenue for customer is key

• Additional cost for communication/coordination

• Minimal metering costs borne by customer

• Regulatory support for pilots
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Some Takeaways

• Storage can still be considered in as in a “familiarization” phase with 
utilities, regulators and planners as costs continue to decline.

• There are a range of ownership and investment models for 
distribution utilities to consider

• Utility pilot project are key, and require regulatory support

• Regulatory innovation can unlock new business cases and multiple 
value streams of storage through “value stacking” 

• Deployment hinges on enabling participation frameworks for 
customers, changes to distribution network planning protocols, and 
utility business model and regulatory innovation


